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Objective:  

In this section, summarize the proposed project. Applicants should explain their vision and rationale and 
describe how the project demonstrates effective use of the International Space Station (ISS) National 
Laboratory. Include primary goals and deliverables. 

• What is the desired outcome? What are the expected deliverables/products?  
• Describe how the project utilizes the conditions of a space-based laboratory or environment (e.g., 

extended access to microgravity, extreme environmental conditions). 
• Describe how the project’s outcome will further technology development and ultimately lead to a 

commercial offering.  
• Describe the applicant’s organization and the key personnel involved in this project, including their 

names, titles, and qualifications. Identify any key partners and their roles. 

Concept of Operations:  

• Provide a basic description of the project’s in-orbit requirements. 
• Describe any specific hardware or in-orbit facilities necessary to support this project. 
• Define the logistical support and payload return requirements. 
• If known, provide an in-orbit operations time frame (i.e., required launch date or flight duration). 
• Applicants who have referred to the ISS National Lab Implementation Partner database should indicate 

whether the experiment or demonstration can be conducted with the current capabilities provided by 
an Implementation Partner. (Applicants should answer to the best of their ability and send any 
questions about Implementation Partners to the Sustainability Challenge team at 
sustainability@issnationallab.org.)  

• Applicants seeking multiple flight opportunities must provide an estimate of the projected number of 
flights required and include sufficient detail in their concept to justify the expected research and 
development outcome of each flight or phase of the project leading to a complete solution. 

 

Proposed project name:   

CASIS point of contact:  sustainability@issnationallab.org Project type: ☒ Flight  ☐ Ground  ☐ Other 

Principal investigator (PI):   
Space research experience:  
☐ High  ☐ Medium  ☐ Low  ☐ None 

PI citizenship status:  
☐ U.S. Citizen   ☐ Permanent Resident   ☐  Non-U.S. Person 

PI country of citizenship (if not U.S.): 
 

Organization legal name:   
Organization status:  
☐ U.S. Entity    ☐  Non-U.S. Entity 

Organization address:  
 
 
Email address:   

Organization type:  
☐ Commercial  ☐ Academic  ☐ Government  ☐ Nonprofit 
Is this research or technology subject to U.S. export laws and regulations?   ☐ No    ☐ Yes, explain below 

https://www.issnationallab.org/implementation-partners/
mailto:sustainability@issnationallab.org
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Benefits:  

Provide a paragraph that describes the economic and scientific benefits of this project. 

Economic: Describe how the proposed research is expected to lead to a specific product or solution addressing 
the ISS National Lab Sustainability Challenge. Describe who will use that product, as well as best estimates on 
when commercial-scale production is expected to commence. Discuss how much funding will be needed to 
reach production stage and how much revenue per year will be generated from it, or because of it, and in what 
time frame. 

Scientific: Describe how the proposed research addresses the ISS Plastics Sustainability Challenge Statement. 
Describe the innovation, compelling nature, and novelty of the approach.  

Project Cost:     
If the project requires funding support from the ISS National Lab Sustainability Challenge, identify the 
anticipated funding request.   
☐ < $100K   ☐ $100K-$500K   ☐ $500K-$1M   ☐ > $1M 
Will the above funding request be combined with funds from other sources?  ☐ Yes   ☐ No 
 
Note: Funding is limited for the ISS National Lab Sustainability Challenge: Beyond Plastics. As such, the level of 
funding requested will be a factor in the final selection. Additional information on the Sustainability Challenge 
objectives and scope and the selection process can be found in the Sustainability Challenge Guidelines and on 
the Sustainability Challenge website. 
 

 

 

 
Prepared by: __________________________________ Date: ____________________________ 
 
Title: ________________________________________ 
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